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GENERAL :
Labels must consist of the name and dimensions written between two guide lines in capital letters.
Make use of a sharp pencil and not a pen.
Question 1 must be answered in pen. However, all drawings MUST be done in pencil.
Only the answer sheets provided must be used. No extra paper or drawing sheets may be
supplied. Some candidates still make use of the Departmental answer books to answer Question
1, even though space is provided on the answer sheets.
QUESTION 1
In general, this question was answered well, but some candidates had a problem identifying the
two drawings and therefore could not answer the questions. More time must be spent on the basic
terminology used in the subject.
QUESTION 2
Although some candidates gave excellent answers, most showed a lack of insight. They did not
know what a frieze panel was and drew the door without door stiles or frame stiles. More attention
must be given to the shaped top rail and the different types of panels.
QUESTION 3
Owing to a lack of insight, the answers to this question ranged from good to very poor. Candidates
must be made aware of the fact that the parts are separate from one another. Only the parts that
are sectioned were shown, while the frame stile and sash stile were not. All groves must be
shown.
QUESTION 4.1
This question was answered fairly well, but some candidates showed a lack of understanding or
were not familiar with it.
QUESTION 4.2
This question was answered with mixed success. In most cases insight was lacking and the
candidates did not know how the different components fitted together.
QUESTION 5
Only a few candidates attempted this question, with only a few succeeding. It appears that too
little time is being spent on panelling
QUESTION 6.1
The design and drawing of the chair was extremely poor and insight was lacking. It appeared that
the section of the syllabus dealing with furniture had not been properly covered.
QUESTION 6.2
Some candidates gave neat and correct answers, but most of the candidates who attempted the
question Showed little insight. Centre lines were indicated incorrectly.

